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Abstract
We de%ne generalized acceptance in nondeterministic %nite automata, in order to achieve
more instances of succinct descriptions of regular languages in practical applications. We show
that generalized acceptance enable the construction of a hierarchy of succinct nondeterministic
descriptions for %nite automata. The hierarchy corresponds to deterministic %nite automata on
level 0 and nondeterministic %nite automata on level 1 by default, and we prove that the hierarchy
corresponds to alternating (boolean) %nite automata on level 2. We show that there exists an
2-state level 3 %nite automaton with generalized acceptance, such that its equivalent minimal
deterministic %nite automaton has more that 22
2
states.
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1. Introduction
The nondeterministic %nite automata (NFAs) accept the same set of languages as
the deterministic %nite automata (DFAs), namely, the regular languages. However, the
NFAs have the advantage that they may o:er a more succinct description of a reg-
ular language in certain cases. 1 In practical applications this theoretical advantage is
often lost, as a signi%cant percentage of the regular languages has no succinct non-
deterministic representation. We are interested in %nding more instances of succinct
nondeterministic descriptions of regular languages, for use in practical applications.
Champarnaud [2] recently showed that a signi%cant number of a set of randomly
generated unary NFAs may have large equivalent (nonminimal) DFAs. Based on this
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1 We measure succinctness in terms of the number of states of a %nite automaton.
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observation, we argue that the relaxation of the acceptance condition for NFAs may
lead to more instances of succinct descriptions of the regular languages. We de%ne
generalized acceptance in Section 2, and show that this leads to more instances of
succinct descriptions of regular languages than the traditional view of acceptance.
We continue in Section 3 to de%ne a hierarchy of succinct nondeterministic descrip-
tions for %nite automata. The hierarchy corresponds to deterministic %nite automata
on level 0 and nondeterministic %nite automata on level 1 by default, and we prove
that the hierarchy corresponds to alternating (boolean) %nite automata 2 on level 2. We
show that there exists an 2-state level 3 %nite automaton M with generalized accep-
tance, such that its equivalent minimal deterministic %nite automaton M ′ has more that
22
2
states. We prove that this hierarchy does not improve on the O(22
n
) bound under
the traditional de%nition of acceptance.
2. Generalized acceptance
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic automata theory as in [4].
In the standard de%nition for an NFA, the %nal state set F of the NFA is de%ned
in terms of the state set Q of the NFA: F ⊆Q. In terms of succinct descriptions, this
ensures that the size of the %nal state set is of the same order as the size of the state set
of the NFA. Let M =(Q;; ; q0; F) be an NFA with state set Q, alphabet , transition
function , start state q0 and %nal state F . The DFA M ′ equivalent to M is constructed
using the subset construction
′(A; 
) =
⋃
q∈A
(q; 
)
for all A∈ 2Q. That is, the states of M ′ are all the possible subsets of the state set Q
of M .
The %nal state set F ′ of the DFA is constructed from F , using the rule that any
state q′ ∈Q′ is in F ′ i: there exists an f∈ q′ such that f∈F .
We now de%ne an NFA with generalized acceptance:
Denition 1. An NFA with generalized acceptance is a 5-tuple M =(Q;; ; q0; F),
where Q is a %nite set of states,  is a %nite alphabet, and  : Q×→ 2Q is the
transition function. F ⊆ 2Q is the %nal state set. Let w be a word in ?. Then M
accepts w if (q0; w)∈F .
Theorem 2. The NFAs with generalized acceptance accept exactly the set of regular
languages.
Proof. Any NFA with generalized acceptance has an equivalent DFA by the sub-
set construction, and conversely, any DFA is by default an NFA with generalized
acceptance.
2 Chandra et al. [3] showed that alternating automata are double-exponentially more succinct than DFAs,
while Leiss [5] showed the same for boolean automata.
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We can now prove the existence of DFAs which cannot be represented succinctly
by NFAs with traditional acceptance, but which have succinct representations by NFAs
with generalized acceptance:
Theorem 3. There exists at least one DFA which has no succinct NFA representation
under traditional acceptance, but for which there is a succinct NFA representation
under generalized acceptance.
Proof. Let M =({q1; : : : ; q7}; {a; b}; ; q1; {q5; q6}) be the DFA with  given by
Then there is no 3-state NFA which accepts the same language as M . To see this,
suppose there were a 3-state NFA M ′ which accepted L(M) = ∅. Then surely the
shortest word accepted by M ′ must have length less than three. But the shortest word
accepted by M has length three. This is a contradiction, and hence there can be no
such 3-state NFA. However, under generalized acceptance, L(M) is accepted by the
following 3-state NFA:
M ′ = ({q1; q2; q3}; {a; b}; ′; q1; {{q1; q3}; {q2; q3}})
with ′ given by
′ a b
q1 q2 q2
q2 q3 {q1; q2}
q3 q1 {q1; q3}.
Since we take the number of states of the NFA as our measure of succinctness, we
can only consider an NFA with generalized acceptance as succinct if the order of the
number of states in the %nal state set is the same as that of the number of states of
the NFA itself.
We now de%ne the hierarchy of succinct nondeterministic descriptions of NFAs, and
show that (a) the hierarchy fails with the traditional de%nition of acceptance and (b) the
hierarchy, under the assumption of generalized acceptance, allows us to give an example
of a two state supernondeterministic NFA for which the equivalent minimal DFA has
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more than 22
2
states. In other words, we demonstrate that supernondeterministic NFAs
can be more succinct than alternating %nite automata.
3. Denition of k-sNFAs
The k-sNFAs were de%ned in [7]; we brieEy recap the main de%nitions and results
in this section. Illustrative examples can also be found in [7].
To %nd a hierarchy of succinct description mechanisms for %nite automata, we gen-
eralize the principle employed in the transition function of an NFA. We let the zeroeth
level of the hierarchy correspond to %nite automata where the transition function takes
states into states (DFAs); for the %rst level, where the transition function takes states
into sets of states (NFAs); for the second level, where the transition function takes
states into sets of sets of states (AFAs); and for the kth level, where the transition
function takes states into the kth powerset of the state set (k-sNFAs).
Assume that k is some %xed non-negative integer, and Q is some %nite nonempty
universe. Let Pj(A) indicate j power set applications on a set A:
Denition 4. Let A⊆Q be any %nite set, and let P(A) be the power set of A. Then
Pj(A) is de%ned recursively as
P1(A) = P(A);
Pj(A) = P(Pj−1(A)); j ¿ 2:
Denition 5. A k-sNFA is a 6-tuple M =(Q;; ; q0; F; k), where Q is the %nite non-
empty state set,  is the %nite nonempty input alphabet,  is the transition function
 : Q×→Pk(Q), q0 ∈Q is the start state and F ⊆Q is the %nal state set.
In order to extend the transition function  to  : Pk(Q)×→Pk(Q), one needs
to capture the di:erence between transitions such as (for a∈) ({[q1]; [q2]}; a) and
({[q1; q2]}; a).
To this end, we identify the lowest-level elements in Pk(Q) (which we call atomic
sets), and group these together in a cross product operation to preserve the di:erences
as above.
Denition 6. For any set A∈Pj(Q); 16j6k, de%ne an atomic set of A to mean a
set Aj−1, with Aj−1 ∈P(Q); such that there exists a sequence of sets Aj−1; Aj−2; : : : ; A1
with Aj−1 ∈Aj−2 ∈ : : :∈A1 ∈A, and each As ∈Pj−s(Q); 16s6j − 1.
Similarly, let atomic-i set denote a set Ai−1 with Ai−1 ∈Pj−(i−1)(Q) such that
Ai−1 ∈Ai−2 ∈ : : : ∈A1 ∈A; and each As ∈Pj−s(Q); 16s6i − 1.
Example 7. Let Q= {1; 2; 3} and A= {{{1; 2}; {1}}; {{3}}}. Then A∈P3(Q): The
atomic sets of A are the three sets {1; 2}, {1} and {3}, while the set {{1; 2}; {1}}
is an example of an atomic-2 set.
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The following de%nition allows for the retrieval of all the atomic sets of a set A:
Denition 8. Let A be a set such that A∈Pj(Q); with 16j6k. Then
(A) = {A}; for A ∈ P(Q);
(A) = {B ∈ P(Q)|B is an atomic set of A} for A ∈ Pj(Q); 26 j 6 k:
Note that (A) is always an element of P2(Q), irrespective of the value of j for which
A∈Pj(Q).
We now de%ne the cross product operation on sets.
Denition 9. Let A and B be sets such that A∈Pi(Q) and B∈Pj(Q), with 16i; j6k.
Suppose that (A)= {A1; : : : ; Am1} and (B)= {B1; : : : ; Bm2}. Then A⊗B= {A1 ∪ B1;
A2 ∪ B1; : : : ; Am1 ∪ Bm2}.
A⊗B is called the cross-star of A and B.
We also de%ne a unary cross-star operation.
Denition 10. Let A be a set such that A∈Pj(Q), with 16j6k. Then ⊗A=(A).
Note that, if A∈P2(Q), then ⊗(A)=(A)=A.
Theorem 11. The cross-star operation ⊗ is commutative and associative.
The transition function  can now be extended to : Pk(Q)×→Pk(Q) as follows:
Assume that A∈Pj(Q) with 26j6k, and that A= {A1; : : : ; Am} with Ai ∈Pj−1(Q);
16i6m. Then, for any a∈,
(A; a) =
⋃( ⊗
q∈A1
(q; a); : : : ; ⊗
q∈Am
(q; a)
)
for A ∈ P2(Q);
(A; a) = ({A1; : : : ; Am}; a)
= {(A1; a); : : : ; (Am; a)} for A ∈ Pj(Q); 2¡j6k:
In other words, to calculate the transition function on a set A∈Pj(Q), we ‘bubble’
down to the level of the atomic sets of A, and calculate the cross-star on the atomic
sets.
The transition function  can also be extended to  :Pk(Q)×∗→Pk(Q). As-
sume that A∈Pj(Q), with 16j6k. Then, for any a∈ and w∈∗, (A; )=A and
(A; aw)= ((A; a); w).
We now give an example which highlights the main characteristic of the cross-star
operation: It generates many di:erent combinations of the atomic sets that occur in
the transition table of the k-sNFA. Also, the combined e:ect of the de%nitions of
(A; a) and the cross-star operation ensures that atomic-i sets are joined together into
atomic-i sets in the desired manner. Without the cross-star operation, the k-sNFAs
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cannot improve on the O(2n) upper bound of NFAs, since one would then be able to
construct only combinations of r items from n, which results in only
(n
0
)
+
(n
1
)
+
: : :+
(
n
r
)
+ · · ·+
(
n
n
)
=2n possibilities.
Example 12. Suppose Q= {q1; q2; q3}. Let M be a 3-sNFA such that M =(Q; {a}; ; q1;
{q3}; 3) with  given by
 a
q1 {{{q1}; {q1; q2}}; {{q3}}}
q2 {{{q3}}}
q3 {{{q1; q3}}}.
Then
({{{q1}; {q1; q2}}; {{q3}}}; a)
= {({{q1}; {q1; q2}}; a); ({{q3}}; a)}
= {⋃(⊗((q1; a));⊗((q1; a); (q2; a))); ⋃(⊗(q3; a))}
= {⋃(⊗({{{q1};{q1; q2}};{{q3}}});⊗({{{q1};{q1; q2}}; {{q3}}};{{{q3}}}));
⋃
(⊗({{{q1; q3}}}))}
= {⋃({{q1}; {q1; q2}; {q3}}; ({{q1} ∪ {q3}; {q1; q2} ∪ {q3}; {q3} ∪ {q3}}));
{{q1; q3}}}
= {⋃({{q1}; {q1; q2}; {q3}}; {{q1; q3}; {q1; q2; q3}; {q3}});
{{q1; q3}}}
= {{{q1}; {q1; q2}; {q3}; {q1; q3}; {q1; q2; q3}}; {{q1; q3}}}:
Analogous to the traditional notion of acceptance in an NFA, we de%ne traditional
acceptance in a k-sNFA as:
Denition 13. Let M be a k-sNFA M =(Q;; ; q0; F; k), and let w be a word in ∗.
Then M accepts w if (q0; w) contains at least one %nal state f∈F in every one of
its atomic sets. That is, if (q0; w)=A∈Pk(Q), then for every atomic set Aik−1 of A
there must exist an fi ∈F such that fi ∈Aik−1 ∈Aik−2 ∈ : : : ∈A.
We now de%ne generalized acceptance for k-sNFAs:
Denition 14. Let M be a k-sNFA M =(Q;; ; q0; F; k), where F is chosen to be
F ⊆Pk(Q), and let w be a word in ∗. Then M accepts w if (q0; w)∈F .
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Unless explicitly stated otherwise, our discussion now focusses on k-sNFAs with the
traditional de%nition of acceptance.
Theorem 15. Let L(M) be a language accepted by a k-sNFA M . Then there exists
a DFA that accepts L(M).
Proof. Similar to the traditional case for NFAs [4]; the reader is referred to [6] for a
detailed proof.
Example 16. Take the 2-sNFA M =(Q; {a}; ; q1; {q3}; 2), with  de%ned as
 a
q1 {{q1; q2}; {q3}}
q2 {{q3}}
q3 {{q2; q3}}.
Then the DFA equivalent to M is given by
′ a
[[q1]] [[q1; q2]; [q3]]
[[q1; q2]; [q3]] [[q1; q2; q3]; [q3]; [q2; q3]]
[[q1; q2; q3]; [q3]; [q2; q3]] [[q1; q2; q3]; [q2; q3]]
[[q1; q2; q3]; [q2; q3]] [[q1; q2; q3]; [q2; q3]].
We show one of the steps in more detail:
({{q1; q2}; {q3}}; a) =
⋃
(⊗q∈{q1 ;q2}(q; a); ⊗q∈{q3}(q; a))
=
⋃
(⊗({{q1; q2}; {q3}}; {{q3}}); ⊗({{q2; q3}}))
=
⋃
({{q1; q2; q3}; {q3}}; {{q2; q3}})
= {{q1; q2; q3}; {q3}; {q2; q3}}:
4. Equivalences
A DFA is by default equivalent to a 0-sNFA, and an NFA to a 1-sNFA. We now
prove that a 2-sNFA is equivalent to an alternating (boolean) automaton.
We brieEy recall the properties of a boolean automaton. For more detail, see [1]. A
boolean automaton is a 5-tuple M =(Q;; ; f0; F) where Q is the %nite set of states,
 is the %nite non-empty input alphabet,  is the transition function  : Q×→
{0; 1}{0; 1}
Q
(that is,  takes Q× into the set of all boolean functions on Q), f0
is the start function and F ⊆Q is the set of %nal states. A word w∈∗ is accepted
if the %nal state set F satis%es (f0; w). To translate a boolean automaton into an
equivalent DFA M ′=(Q′; ; ′; q′0; F
′), take all 22
|Q|
boolean functions on Q and label
these appropriately to form the state set Q′. The transition function ′ is de%ned as
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′(f; a)=f((q1; a); : : : ; (qn; a)). That is, ′(f; a) is the function f applied to all n
transitions on the alphabet symbol a.
A DFA function-labelled state [f] is accepting if the %nal state set F satis%es the
function f (that is, substitute into f a true for each state in F and a false for each
state not in F—if f evaluates to true, [f] is a %nal state of the DFA).
In order to prove equivalence between a 2-sNFA and a boolean automaton, we %rst
de%ne the boolean encoding of a set in P2(Q), and then prove a lemma concerning
the cross-star operation.
Denition 17. Let A; B be sets such that A∈P(Q) and B∈P2(Q), where A= {a1; a2;
: : : ; as} and B= {B1; B2; : : : ; Bm}, with Bi = {bi;1; : : : ; bi;ti} for 16i6m. Then the boolean
encoding e(A) of A is de%ned as e(A)= a1 ∨ · · · ∨ as and the boolean encoding e(B)
of B is de%ned as
e(B) = e(B1) ∧ e(B2) ∧ · · · ∧ e(Bm)
= (b1;1 ∨ · · · ∨ b1;t1 ) ∧ (b2;1 ∨ · · · ∨ b2;t2 ) ∧ · · · (bm;1 ∨ · · · ∨ bm;tm)
=
m∧
i=1
(bi;1 ∨ · · · ∨ bi;ti)
=
m∧
i=1
ti∨
j=1
bi;j :
Lemma 18. Let B be a set such that B∈P2(Q), with B= {B1; : : : ; Bm} and Bi = {bi;1;
: : : ; bi;mi} for 16i6m. Suppose there is a set C ⊆Q which satis7es e(B). Then there
must be at least one c∈C such that c∈Bi for every 16i6m.
Proof. Since e(B)=
∧m
i=1
∨mi
j=1 bi;j, it holds that for any set C which satis%es e(B),
there must be at least one element c∈C which satis%es every conjunct of e(B).
Lemma 19. (a) Let A; B be sets such that A; B∈P(Q), with A= {a1; : : : ; am1} and
B= {b1; : : : ; bm2}. Then e(A ∪ B)= e(A) ∨ e(B).
(b) Let A; B be sets such that A; B∈P2(Q), where A= {A1; A2; : : : ; Am1} and where
B= {B1; B2; : : : ; Bm2}. Then e(A ∪ B)= e(A) ∧ e(B).
Corollary 20. Let Bi be sets such that Bi ∈P2(Q). Then e(
⋃m
i=1 Bi)=
∧m
i=1 e(Bi).
Lemma 21. Let A; B be sets such that A; B∈P2(Q), with A= {A1; A2; : : : ; Am1} and
B= {B1; B2; : : : ; Bm2}. Then e(A⊗B)= e(A) ∨ e(B).
Corollary 22. Let Bi be sets such that Bi ∈P2(Q). Then e((⊗)mi=1Bi)=
∨m
i=1 e(Bi).
Lemma 23. Let M be any n-state 2-sNFA M =(Q;; ; q0; F; 2) and let M ′ be a
boolean automaton with M ′=(Q′; ; ′; f0; F ′). Suppose that Q′=Q, f0 = q0, F ′=F
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and ′ is constructed from  such that for every entry (q; a)= {A1; : : : ; Am}, it holds
that ′(q; a)=
∧m
i=1
∨
qs∈Ai qs. Then for any set B∈P2(Q) e((B; a))= ′(e(B); a).
Proof. From the construction of ′ it follows that ′(q; a)= e((q; a)) for every q∈Q.
Suppose that B= {A1; A2; : : : ; Am}, where each set Ai = {ai1; ai2; : : : ; aimi} for 16i6m.
Then
e(B) = e({A1; : : : ; Am}) =
m∧
i=1
e(Ai) =
m∧
i=1
∨
a∈Ai
a:
In the case of the boolean automaton M ′, by de%nition, ′(f; a)=f(′(q1; a); : : : ;
′(qn; a)).
Therefore,
′(e(B); a) = e(B)(′(q1; a); : : : ; ′(qn; a))
=
m∧
i=1
e(Ai)(′(q1; a); : : : ; ′(qn; a))
=
m∧
i=1
e(Ai)e((q1; a)); : : : ; e((qn; a))
=
m∧
i=1
∨
q∈Ai
e((q; a)):
But for the 2-sNFA M we know that
m∧
i=1
∨
q∈Ai
e((q; a)) =
m∧
i=1
e
((
⊗
q∈Ai
)
(q; a)
)
(by Corollary 22)
= e
(
m⋃
i=1
(
⊗
q∈Ai
)
(q; a)
)
(by Corollary 20)
= e((B; a)) (by the de%nition of ):
Hence, e((B; a))= ′(e(B); a).
Theorem 24. (a) Any 2-sNFA can be translated to a boolean automaton, with the
same number of states, which accepts the same language.
(b) Any boolean automaton can be translated to a 2-sNFA with at most twice the
number of states, which accepts the same language.
Proof. (a) Consider any n-state 2-sNFA M =(Q;; ; q0; F; 2). Let M ′=(Q′; ; ′;
f0; F ′) be the boolean automaton constructed as follows: Set Q′=Q, f0 = q0, and
F ′=F . Construct ′ from  so that, for every entry (q; a)= {A1; : : : ; Am}, we have
′(q; a)=
∧m
i=1 (
∨
s (qs ∈Ai)). That is, ′(q; a)= e((q; a)).
We now claim that M and M ′ accept the same language. By induction on the length
of a word w∈∗, it is easy to see that e((q0; w))= ′(e(q0); w) for any w∈∗. It
follows that M and M ′ accept the same language: Let w∈∗ such that ′(f0; w)=f′.
Suppose w is accepted by M ′. Then f′ is satis%ed by the set F =F ′. But if f′ is
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satis%ed by F , then e((q0; w)) is satis%ed by F (since e((q0; w))= ′(e(q0); w)=f′).
Therefore, by Lemma 18, there must be at least one element qf ∈F such that qf is
an element of every atomic set in (q0; w). That is, w is accepted by M .
Conversely, suppose that w∈∗ is accepted by M . Then there must be at least one
element qf ∈F which occurs in every atomic set in (q0; w). By the de%nition of the
encoding of a set in P2(Q), if qf occurs in every atomic set in (q0; w), then qf
occurs in every disjunct in the conjunctive normal form e((q0; w)). Therefore any set
A such that qf ∈A satis%es e((q0; w)). In particular, since qf ∈F ′, it follows that F ′
satis%es e((q0; w))= ′(f0; w). The result holds.
(b) Take any boolean automaton M =(Q;; ; f0; F). Construct a 2-sNFA as follows:
For every q∈Q, let q and Lq be states in Q′, and let q0 ∈Q′ be a start state (q0 is not
in Q). Let F ′=F . To construct ′, encode any boolean function on Q as a set in 22
Q′
such that qi ∧ qj is encoded as {{qi}; {qj}} and qi ∨ qj is encoded as {{qi; qj}}. Let
′(q0; ) be the encoded set associated with f0, and ′(q0; a) be unde%ned for every
a∈. For every other q∈Q, let ′(q; a) be the encoded set associated with (q; a) for
all a∈. For all q∈Q such that Lq∈Q′, let ′( Lq; a) be the encoded set associated with
(q; a).
The argument to show that M and M ′ accept the same language now holds as in
part (a) of this proof.
An example of the simulation of a boolean automaton by a 2-sNFA may be found
in [7].
5. Generalized acceptance and 3-sNFAs
5.1. k-sNFAs for k¿2, with traditional acceptance
With the traditional de%nition of acceptance, we can show that any k-sNFA, for all
k¿2, behaves just like a 2-sNFA. We show in Section 5.2 that the use of generalized
acceptance enables us to overcome this barrier.
To prove that any k-sNFA behaves like a 2-sNFA, we need some preliminary de%-
nitions and lemmas.
We %rst extend De%nition 17 to sets in Pj(Q).
Denition 25. Consider A∈Pj(Q). Let A= {a1; : : : ; am} for j=1, and A= {B1; : : : ; Bm}
for j¿1, where Bi ∈Pj−1(Q) for 16i6m. Then the boolean encoding e(A) of A is
de%ned as
e(A) =


∨
i
(ai ∈ A) for A ∈ P1(Q);
m∨
i=1
e(Bi) for A ∈ Pj(Q); j ¿ 2:
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Conversely, given a boolean formula with variables from Q, we may associate with
it a set D∈P2(Q):
Denition 26. Let f be any boolean formula over Q such that f is in conjunctive
normal form, and f contains no negated variables; say
f=
s∧
i=1
t∨
j=1
qs;t
= (q1;1 ∨ · · · ∨ q1;t) ∧ · · · ∧ (qs;1 ∨ · · · ∨ qs;t):
Then the set D associated with f is de%ned as D=d(f) where
D = {{q1;1; : : : ; q1;t}; : : : ; {qs;1; : : : ; qs;t}}:
Lemma 27. Let A∈Pj(Q); j¿2, and suppose that the atomic sets of A are A1; : : : ; Am.
Then e(d(e(A)))= e(A).
Lemma 28. Let A; B be sets such that A; B∈Pj(Q), with A= {A1; A2; : : : ; Am1} and
B= {B1; B2; : : : ; Bm2}. Then e(A ∪ B)= e(A) ∧ e(B).
Corollary 29. Let Bi be sets such that Bi ∈Pj(Q). Then e(
⋃m
i=1 Bi)=
∧m
i=1 e(Bi).
Lemma 30. Let M be any n-state k-sNFA M , with k¿2, and M ′ an n-state 2-sNFA
such that Q′=Q, q′0 = q0, and F
′=F . Let ′(q; a)=d(e((q; a))) for every q∈Q′
and a∈. Suppose now that B is any set in Pk(Q) with atomic sets A1; : : : ; Am. Then
d(e((B; a))) is exactly ′(d(e(B)); a).
Proof. For any set B∈Pk(Q), d(e(B)) is the set of all the atomic sets of B. Also, since
the set of atomic sets of (q; a) is the same as the set of atomic sets of d(e((q; a))),
it follows that ⊗(q; a)=⊗d(e((q; a))).
From the recursive nature of the de%nition of (B; a) for B∈Pk(Q), using Corollary
29, it follows directly that e((B; a))=
∧m
i=1 ⊗(Ai; a).
Therefore
′(d(e(B)); a) = ′({A1; : : : ; Am}; a)
=
m⋃
i=1
⊗
q∈Ai
′(q; a)
=
m⋃
i=1
⊗
q∈Ai
d(e((q; a)))
=
m⋃
i=1
⊗
q∈Ai
(q; a)
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= d
(
e
(
m⋃
i=1
⊗
q∈Ai
(q; a)
))
= d(e((B; a))):
The lemma holds.
Theorem 31. Any n-state k-sNFA, for all k¿2, can be reduced to a 2-sNFA with at
most n states, under the traditional de7nition of acceptance.
Proof. Take any n-state k-sNFA M , with k¿2. We wish to construct an n-state 2-
sNFA M ′ equivalent to M . Let Q′=Q, q′0 = q0, and F
′=F . To construct the transition
function ′, we let ′(q; a)=d(e((q; a))) for every q∈Q′ and a∈.
It is straightforward to show by induction that M and M ′ accept the same language.
5.2. k-sNFAs for k¿2, with generalized acceptance
Under the traditional de%nition of acceptance, we were able to demonstrate in Theo-
rem 31 that any k-sNFA for k¿2 is equivalent to a 2-sNFA, and hence no more than
O(22
n
) succinct. We now give an example to show that this does not hold in the case
of generalized acceptance.
Example 32. We show that there is a 2-state 3-sNFA which has an equivalent minimal
DFA, under generalized acceptance, with more than 22
2
states. Note that this exam-
ple illustrates a state reduction; however, the number of %nal states in this case is
substantially larger than the number of states of the NFA.
De%ne a 3-sNFA M such that M =({q1; q2}; {a; b; c}; ; q1; F; 3) with  de%ned by
 a b c
q1 {{{q2}}} {{{q2}}} {{{q2}}}
q2 {{{q1; q2}}} {{{q1}}; {{q2}}} {{{q1}; {q2}}}.
Choose the %nal state set (under generalized acceptance) as
F = {{{{q1; q2}}};
{{{q1}; {q2}; {q1; q2}}};
{{{q2}}; {{q1; q2}}; {{q2}; {q1; q2}}};
{{{q1}; {q2}}; {{q2}; {q1; q2}}};
{{{q1}; {q2}}; {{q1}; {q2}; {q1; q2}}}
}:
The DFA M ′ equivalent to M has 21 states and is given by
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′ a b c
[[[q1]]] [[[q2]]] [[[q2]]] [[[q2]]]
[[[q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]]
[[[q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]]
[[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]; [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]], [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]]
[[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]]
[[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]], [[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]] [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]]
[[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q2]; [q1; q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q2]; [q1; q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1; q2]]; [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
[[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[[q2]]; [[q1; q2]]; [[[q1]]; [[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[[q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]]; [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]].
[[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[q2]; [q1; q2]]] [[q1]; [q2]; [q1; q2]]]
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Minimizing M ′ results in a minimal DFA with 17 states.
We conclude with the following conjecture:
Conjecture 33. There exists a family of languages {Ln}n¿0 such that Ln is accepted
by an n-state k-sNFA, but the smallest DFA which accepts Ln has 22
::
:2
n
states.
6. Conclusion
We de%ned generalized acceptance, and showed that this enables the de%nition of
a hierarchy of nondeterministic succinct descriptions for the regular languages. We
showed that the description mechanism is valid for known descriptions (that is, DFAs,
NFAs and AFAs), and we gave an example of a 2 state 3-sNFA for which the equiv-
alent minimal DFA has more than 22
2
states.
It remains to investigate the succinctness of k-sNFAs for k¿3.
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